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The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published several important 
rulemakings since the last time ADEQ incorporated federal regulations into its hazardous waste rules 
in September, 2015. ADEQ has received permission from the Governor to do a rulemaking to address 
updates to the federally authorized State Hazardous Waste (HW) Program.  
 
The following guiding principles and features were derived from customer feedback obtained during the 
meeting on June 14th, and the webinar and meeting held on June 29th. 
 
Guiding Principles 
1. The new Arizona rules will not be more stringent than the new EPA rules except where authorized.  
2. The new Arizona rules will not be less stringent than the new EPA rules, pursuant to 40 CFR 271, 
and to maintain authorization of the State Program to operate in lieu of the federal program. 
Goal: To make the new Arizona rules match the new EPA rules including in all of the following areas: 
 a) The Hazardous Waste e-manifest system; 
 b) Generator Improvements rule; 
 c) Other federal rules effective from July 1, 2013 to July 1, 2017 (or 2018, see below) such as 
CRT export provisions, CO2 sequestration, hazardous waste exports and imports, and removal of 
coal combustion residuals as a waste. 
3. The new Arizona rules will keep the structure and organization of the current rules. 
 
Features of the New Arizona rule 
1. Removal of all references to paper manifests in the Arizona rule 
2. Removal and reorganization of several ADEQ subsections to reflect EPA’s reorganization in the 
generator improvements rule 
3. The Definition of Solid Waste rule will NOT be included in this rulemaking, but instead in ADEQ’s 
next HW rulemaking. ADEQ expects to start stakeholder meetings for the next HW rule in early 2019, 
before this rule is final. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Commitments from the 2014 five-year review report: removal of 200+ phrases that begin “as 
incorporated by . . .”, and correction of a citation in R18-8-101. 
Removal of references to Arizona Performance Track 
 
New 
Requirement that all non-permit submittals and notifications to ADEQ come through the MyDEQ 
online portal. 
Using July 1, 2018 as the new default incorporation date. This adds only one new minor rule. 
 
Please send comments via Email to: wastecompliance@azdeq.gov by Monday, August 24, 2018 
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